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Please, let us make a small upper room on the wall; and let us put a bed for him there, and a 
table and a chair and a lampstand; so it will be, whenever he comes to us, he can turn in 
there. 2 Kings 4:10 

BED speaks of intimacy (2 Corinthians 13:14)

1. Relationship with the Holy Spirit comes with salvation but intimacy with the Holy Spirit 
comes by surrender. 

2. Intimacy with the Holy Spirit brings rest. Rest brings even greater intimacy. 

3. Intimacy happens behind closed doors of distraction. (2Kings 4:4; Matthew 6:6) Waiting 
and silence precedes war and shouting. 


LAMP STAND - leading Proverbs 20:27; Romans 8:16

1. Whatever you are filled with, you become led by

2. The Holy Spirit does not lead outside of Holy Scriptures (light bolt on the socket) it will 
require faith! 

3. Check with your mentors because hearing God requires faith and practice. (covered) don’t 
say God told me. Consult your wife. Let one prophesy and one judge 

We need to know the voice of the Lord as sheep. If Abraham did not hear. Man shall live by 
word coming out of mouth of God 

Gods promise determines capacity. Your hunger determines how much of that capacity you 
live in 


CHAIR - saving the lost Acts 1:8 

1. Everyone has a chair even if they don’t have a podium. Jesus had 132 contacts recorded 
in the New Testament. 6 temple, 4 in synagogue, 122 in mainstream of life. Don’t get so 
wrapped in church that you forget to be a Christian. Tongues is not the purpose. Don’t be 
weird by losing contact. 

2. Look fo a place to serve, not place to shine. Anointing works in towels, not titles. It takes 
emotional security to serve. Those who serve well seldomly lose. If you want to be a bridge 
you need to be ready to walk to be walked upon. We all prayed to be servants and complain 
when we get treated as such. If you are anointed God will give you a bear not a microphone. 

3. Pray for impact. Live with intention. Make room for interruption. 


TABLE - miracles Matthew 12:28; Galatians 3:5

1. If you are desperate for a miracle you might use God as means to a goal. I am your 
reward, not be desperate, inpatient or you will produce Ishmael. You cant differentiate 
between Gods supply’s and devils bait. 

2. When you make room for the Holy Spirit your problems will make room what is power. 

3. “This time next year”. Your problem has expired. God gives baby and then resurrection, 
protection, restoration...from glory to glory. I don’t want to become pond when Spirit is river. 
Build monuments be a movement! 




God determines your limit. Your faith and hunger maximizes what is given to you! Oil 
stopped following when empty vessels stoped being presented! 


She needed a miracle where for others it was natural.

Supernatural is not always God invading but initiating. 


Prayer Points: 
1. Stagnation, limitation and set back, your time has expired. 

2. That mountain that’s standing before me, be leveled in Jesus’ name. 

3. The mountain of sickness, failure, setback, sudden death, and disappointment be leveled 
in Jesus name.

4. Wherever my blessings have been scattered, I gather them in Jesus name.  at whether at 
the east or north I gather them
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